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Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 74
 
Which one of these statements is false?
 

A.   The content of web pages that you view while using a browser is lost from memory 
after the computer is shut down. 
B.   Web browsers are software applications that are used to visit Web pages in various 
locations. 
C. Browsers contain hypertext links to different documents and sites on the Web. 
D. A web browser is a site where you can search for information on the web 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 75
 
Add Eric Lambert to the Sales group in this Address Book.
 

68



Answer: Select Sales -> click properties -> click select members -> select Eric Lambert
 
-> ok -> ok
 

QUESTION: 76
 
Display the message from Selina Kyle in the Preview pane.
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 Answer: Select Selina Kyle message 

QUESTION: 77 
Click the option that would download the selected file with the least risk of virus 
infections? 
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 Answer: Click save 

QUESTION: 78 
Use this site to reserve a single ticket for the Concert in the Park. Note: Follow the 
instructions that are provided on the web page. 
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Answer: Click bookings -> click Events and venues -> from the first drop down list 
select Concert in the Park -> from the second drop down list select single ticket -> click 
book now 

QUESTION: 79 
Drop 
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Answer: 
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QUESTION: 80 
Sort the Inbox messages by sender. 
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Answer: View -> sort by -> sent 

QUESTION: 81 
Move the deleted mail from Joe Thompson back to the Inbox. 
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  Answer: Select deleted Items -> right click on Joe Thompson message -> select move 
to folder -> select inbox -> ok 

QUESTION: 82 
Change the settings of this web browser so that images will NOT be displayed. Do not 
change any other settings. 
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 Answer: Tools -> internet options -> advanced tab -> in the multimedia section 
uncheck the show pictures 
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